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Flying the flag for digital

 
By Gary Schwartz

Ninety years ago, Virginia Woolf stood in front of a hall packed with students and faculty from two women's
colleges at Cambridge University.

The famed author told them that being successful depended on financial independence. Having a place that you
could own would force the world to take you seriously. Purse strings would allow you to work outside of the
constraints of 1928 England.

Technology is its  own country
For the first few decades of digital media, it took a backseat to physical media. It was not a serious threat to retail,
media, commerce, publishing, banking or transportation.

Digital media companies generated press and investment interest, and while they nibbled on the outside of
mainstream media, they were not considered a direct threat to incumbent channels. Their media was relegated to
heavy dedicated towers and laptops.

Paper newspaper and books held their own against digital distribution and humans still pressed flesh before
jumping onto instant messaging or video conferencing. Digital media did not have a place of it own.

In 2006, I founded the Interactive Advertising Bureau's mobile committee in New York. At the IAB's first annual event
in Carlsbad, CA, digital was starting to sell but mobile still could not fill a table at the back of the hall. Mobile as a
media had not arrived yet.

And then 2017 happened.

Retail, which had been quietly imploding for 10 years, gave up the ghost to Amazon, showing an average of 50
percent decline in sales since 2006 over Amazon's 1,910 percent meteoric rise.

Financial technology upstarts began cannibalizing the bank's ladder of services, offering smart and nimble
business models that ate away at the high-margin rungs, leaving high-maintenance, low-return business.
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Facebook became a major distributor of news and started an editorial department in addition to its algorithms to
publish "accurate and newsworthy stories" for its nearly 2 billion audience globally.

Ambassador to the cloud
Last month, Denmark piqued the attention of the world by saying that in addition to dispatching ambassadors to
capital cities worldwide, it would appoint a new digital ambassador to the cloud to work with the digital gods of
Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Google parent Alphabet.

It is  interesting to look at how these titans compare financially to a list of national GDPs.

If you look at Foreign Policy magazine's March/April 2016 issue, under the title "Rise of the Titans," eight tech
mammoths place in the top 25 global companies based on net worth.

In 2015 Apple ranked fourth at $234 Billion.

Samsung 6th

Amazon 7th

Alphabet 10th

Uber 11th

Huawei 12th

Facebook 18th

Alibaba 22nd

Now cross-reference these numbers with the World Bank's list of all nation's GDP for the same year and Apple
would rank 44th below Ireland and Alibaba would be 128th just below Burkina Faso.

As a sign of the corporate impact of tech multinationals, Foreign Policy magazine awarded Diplomat of the Year
award to Google's Eric Schmidt in 2016.

There is no question that these leading tech companies are not only shoulder to shoulder with nations globally
based on dollar value, but they have often more international influence to peddle than most of these geographies.

A room of one's own
Omniscreen, omnipotent digital media is no longer a table at the back of a media event. It is  soundly independent
and, based on its revenue ranking, disrupting the retail, media, commerce, publishing, banking and transportation
businesses.

What would have happened, conjectured Virginia Woolf in her book "A Room of One's Own," if William
Shakespeare had an equally talented sister who was relegated to darning stockings and peppering the stew? She
would never have the freedom to disrupt theatre tradition in distant London.

Well, the tech leaders now have the financial muscle and future-facing leadership to affect change. These titans are
tearing down global borders and challenging the idea of autonomous nations.

IN A WORLD of isolationist rhetoric, Denmark's virtual embassy may be disrupting one of the final verticals: politics.
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